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ERIC A. HANUSHEK

The Alchemy of"Costing Out"
an Adequate Education

H

for student performance has highlighted a simple fact: many students are not achieving at desired levels.
Significant achievement gaps by race and income persist, and concerns abound
about whether most schools arc on the path to improving the achievement of
all students. While people of diverse perspectives have offered reform plans
and solutions, a prevailing argument is that the schools lack sufficient resources
to support academic success, and a variety of parties have sued states to compel them to provide greater funding for education. A key question in those
lawsuits-"What will it cost to improve student achievement?"-has led
courts and legislatures to seek out a scientific determination of the amount of
spending required by schools. And there has been no shortage of consultants
offering to provide one.
Consultants have developed four distinct methods for "costing out"-that
is, estimating-the additional spending necessary to secure an adequate education. They are generally referred to as the "professional judgment," "state-ofthe-art" (or "evidence-based"), "successful schools," and "cost function" methods. Costing out studies are frequently contracted for by plaintiffs or other
OLDJNG SCHOOLS ACCOUNTABLE

This analysis benefited from the research assistance of Brent Fa ville and the editorial acumen of the editors. This is a companion piece to "Science Violated: Spending Projections and
the 'Costing Out' of an Adequate Education," in Courting Failu~Y: How School Finana La"ii-"
..,.._ ·
suits Exploit judgt"l Good /mentions tmd Harm Our Childrm, edited by Eric A. Hanushek
(Education Next Books. 2006), pp. 258-311.
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interested parties who desire increased levels of spending for e~ucati~n,
although defendants may commission one in an attempt to neutraliZe a rt~al
study. This chapter describes the main features of each method and explams
why they all fall short of scientific standards of inquiry and validity.

The Origin of School Finance Lawsuits
The judiciary's involvement in the evaluation of education funding schemes
has prompted a significant shift in policy discussions about school fin~nce. All
state constitutions mandate a statewide educational system and prescnbe a leg~
islative process for determining state and local government funding ~or pu~lic
elementary and secondary education (and for the many other pubhc services
that these governments provide). Nationwide, less than 1_0 percent of .spen~~
ing on education comes from the federal government, wtth the balance split
roughly equally between state and local governmems. The exact distributi~n of
fiscal responsibility differs significantly from one state ro the ne~t, ~ut m ~~~
most all states, local governmems, usually independent school districts, ratse
their share mainly through the local property tax. States generally distribute
their funds so as ro compensate, at least partially, for differences in local prop~
erry values that affect the ability of local school districts to raise funds.
Following the California court case Sen-a nov. Priest, in~tially de~ided in 197_1,
a majority of states saw legal actions designed to equaliZe fundmg across dis~
triers. The plaimiffs in those cases argued that some school districts-by virtue
of a low property tax base or unwillingness to support school funding-spent
significantly less than other, often more advantaged, ~istricts. That d_isp~rirr c~e~
ated an equity concern because children growing up m a low~spendmg JUnsdic~
cion might thereby receive an inferior education.
. .
The outcomes of the suits, argued under separate state constitutions, were
mixed, with some state courts finding such disparities to be constitutional and
others not. 1 Whether or not they were successful, the lawsuits tended to
increase the state share of funding and brought about more equalized funding
within states, with many state legislatures acting without being pressured to do
so by a court judgmem. 2 Interestingly, although school funding suits ~ere
based on the assumption that an inferior education put students at a disadvantage, umil recently virtually no scholars had examined whether student ~est
scores or other educational outcomes tended ro be more equal after spendmg
was equalized. In fact, the few investigations of this issue that have been conducted show that the spending increases produced by equity lawsuits have had
little or no effect on student achievement;'
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Adequacy Litigation
Beginning in the 1980s, some plaintiffs argued that children might not be getting a constitutionally acceptable level of education even when spending across
a state was more or less equal. Alabama, the target of a 1993 case, ACE v.
Httnt, epitomized this situation: spending across districts was quite equal but
student achievement levels were near the bottom for the nation. The juxtaposition of an equitable system and poor performance led to a new legal and policy goal, described as "adequacy." The plaintiffs in adequacy lawsuits argue
that students' low achievement stems from insufficient public funding and ask
the courts co correct that fiscal inadequacy.
The new focus on adequacy dovetailed with the accountability and standards movement, which has asked states to track student educational proficiency relative to stare standards or goals. The federal No Child Left Behind
Act of 200 I (NCLB) has reinforced and extended this movement, requiring
testing in grades three through eight and once in high school ro give the pub~
lie derailed information on how well studt:nts are performing in school. Plain~
tiffs engaged in adequacy litigation have been able to use that information to
assert that a state has failed to meet its constitutional obligations as described
in rhe educational clause of irs constitution. They then find it easy to argue
that the state is nor investing the necessary resources to ensure that students are
reaching the proficiency standards the state itself has set. Costing our studies
purport to show what ir will cost for students to reach proficit:m:y.

Costing Out Approaches
In court, adequacy litigants present such costing our studies as "scientific" evi. dence of the amount of money needed to obtain an adequate education. Such
studies have been conducted or arc in progress in a vast majority of scares, and
·.
demand for new ones has only continued to rise as adequacy lawsuits pro4 Plaintiffs have discovered that there is great value in presenting to the
and the public a specific "number" for total "required" stare spending,
they want to be treated as the amount that is both necessary and suffi~
Courts have clearly been influenced by this strategy, as judges have been
to write that specific number, derived from costing out studies, into the
"'"'"u''"" that they order/' Legislatures also consistently use the studies to guid~ ".
appropriations.
"'.._
Before describing and assessing the various costing out methods, it is worthto discuss some of the terminology that they use and a fundamental
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problem common co them all. School finance discussions arc punctuated by
certain terms, whose meaning in this context often differs greatly from its
generally accepted meaning. Most notably, the concepts of cost and efficiency
have been redefined to suit the argument at hand. Ordinarily, ensuring "efficiency" (sometimes called "cost efficiency") requires finding the least expensive way of achieving one's objective, but adequacy consultants have not only
ignored this definition but also refashioned it to support their case that more
money-indeed, as much money as is politically feasible-should be spent on
education.
The overarching problem stems from the nonexistence of empirical evidence on which to base estimates of the costs of adequate student proficiency.
The consultants' work would be simple if scholar.; could show, repeatedly,
something like the following: an additional expenditure of $1 ,000 per pupil
will translate, on average, into a 15 percent gain in student proficiency. Unfortunately, such studies do not exist. Research has not shown a clear causal relationship between the amount that schools spend and student achievement?
After hundreds of studies, it is now generally recognized that how money is
spent is much more important than how much is spent. This finding is particularly important in considering judicially ordered changes in school finances,
because such alterations offer little control over how any new moneys are
spent.
A simplistic view of this argument-conveniently raised by spending advocates as a straw man co be beaten down-is that "money never matters. "H The
research, of course, does not say that. Nor does it say that "money cannot matter." It simply underscores the fact that hiscorically a set of decisions and incentives existing in schools have blunted any impacts of added funds, leading to
inconsistent outcomes. That is, more spending on schools has not led reliably
to substantially better results on the tests that states use to determine whether
students are proficient-the same tests chat plaintiffs usc to document inadequacy in a state's educational system.
The absence of a systematic positive relationship between spending and
achievement also underscores the challenge facing the consultants who purport
to describe the spending necessary to achieve adequate levels of student
achievement. Because looking at a state's schools-where spending a lor shows
little relationship to the desired performance-is fraught with embarrassment,
they must find some way around current reality. Each of the costing out methods takes a different approach for dealing with this dilemma. As might be
guessed, these methods fall far short of standards for scientific validity, even if
they demonstrate some considerable ingenuity in crafting arguments with surface plausibility.
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Professional judgment Approach
Perhaps the most commonly applied approach is the "professional judgment"
method.', With a few nuances, the approach involves asking a chosen panel of
educators-teachers, principals, superintendents, and other education personnel-to develop an educational program that would produce certain specified outcomes. Their efforts typically produce "model schools," defined in
terms of class size, guidance and support personnel, and other programs that
might be necessary. The analysts undertaking the study chen provide missing
elements (for example, central administration costs or computers and materials) and employ externally derived cost factors (for example, average teacher or
principal salaries) to determine the total cost of the model schools. The panel
may or may not provide guidance on extra resources needed for disadvantaged
children, special education, or the like.
Professional judgment panels generally are instructed not co consider where
revenues would come from or any other restrictions on spending. In ocher
words, they are allowed to "dream big," unfettered by any sense of reality or
thought of rrade-offs. Indeed, one motivation for filing adequacy lawsuits is to
resolve financial questions in an arena other than that provided by state legislarures or local school boards, which are not single-issue orienred and of necessity rake such practicalities into account. If courts can be induced to ignore
practical constraints, more money for education might well be obtained. A
2003 study by Augenblick, Palaich, and Associates not only illustrates the issue
bur also shows rhe kind of interplay chat occurs between consultants and professional judgment panels (this time in North Dakota): "We worked hard to
push people to identifY resources they thought were needed to help students
meet state and federal standards in spire of their natural tendency to exclude
items because local voters might not approve of them or schools could 'get by'
without them. " 10
Admonitions to professional judgment panels to dream big amount to a
fundamental redefinition of the term cost. Whether one is discussing the purchase of a car, home, or service, the term cost is usually understood to mean the
mi11imum expenditure necessary to achieve a given outcome. 11 The idea is to
establish the desired level of quality and determine the least amount of money
required to obtain it. By contrast, professional judgment panels are effectively
.· encouraged to identifY the maximum expenditure imaginable, in the hope that
. the amount will be enough to produce adequately proficient students.~~904
• New York study conducted by a consortium of researchers from two gnmps·. the American Institutes for Research and Management Analysis and Planning,
. Inc. (AIRIMAP)-even used a two-stage process in which a superpanel was
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given the results from separate subpanels that had each estimated the desirability of some educational component. The superpanel then aggregated the
results, input by input, from each of the subpanels. This design effectively
maximized expenditure estimates by ensuring that any trade-off.~ between programs and resources made by the individual subpancls were ignored and that
the resulting recommendation would be the maximum possible. The very
design of the study, though couched in scientific terms, reflected the underlying policy goal of increasing spending on education.
.
Courts relying on professional judgment studies to mandate spendmg levels assume that the panelists' model school will produce the desired results just
because that was the panel's objective. None of the reports ever rest that
assumption. In fact, the reports often admit that there is little reason to expect
that students will achieve at the desired levels. The AIRJMAP team's November 2002 proposal to conduct its costing out study promised that the consultants would answer the question "What does it actually cost to provide the
resources that each school needs to allow its students to meet the achievement
levels specified in the Regents Learning Standards?" Yet the 2004 study based
on that proposal includes a disclaimer that the courts apparently overlooked:

It must be recognized that the success of schools also depends on other
individuals and institutions to provide the health, intellectual stimulus,
and family support upon which public school systems can build. Schools
cannot and do not perform their role in a vacuum, and this is an important qualification of conclusions reached in any study of adequacy in
education. Also, success of schools depends on effective allocation of
1
resources and implementation of programs in school districts. !
The 2003 study conducted by Augenblick, Palaich, and Associates with data
from North Dakota illustrates the extent to which costing out studies using the
professional judgment method ignore empirical evidence.Ll The authors of this
study prescribe the necessary spending level for each of the K-12 districts in
North Dakota in 2002. Two points are important: first, there is wide variation
in the calculated needs of districts. Second, a number of districts were spending
more in 2002 than the consultants (through their professional judgment panels)
thought necessary to achieve the full2014 performance goals.
Because information is available on students' actual performance in North
Dakota for 2002, the relationship between performance and the fiscal deficits
and surpluses that were calculated by the professional judgment (PJ) model
can be seen. (Here, spending less than the study found necessary is termed a
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"PJ deficit"; spending more is termed a "PJ surplus.") It seems natural to
expect that student performance within districts with PJ surpluses would
exceed their panel's achievement goals. It is also plausible to expect that districts with larger PJ fiscal deficits would be further from achieving their goals
than those with smaller PJ fiscal deficits. Such expectations arc appropriate,
since the methodology was designed to adjust for needs that arise from the
concentration within a district of a disadvantaged population, variation in
school size, and the like.
Yet what is observed is exactly the opposite of what might reasonably be
expected. A regression of reading or math proficiency percentages of North
Dakota districts on rhe PJ dd1cirs indicates a positiv~ relationship between a PJ
deficit and student achievement. In other words, the larger the PJ deficit, the
higher the students' performance. The positive relationship between deficits
and achievement results remains the same even after trimming off all surpluses
and deficits greater than $2,000 to ensure that the analysis is nor distorted by
outliers (figure 4-l ). Moreover, in terms of simple averages, student achievement in districts with a PJ surplus was significantly lower than that found in
districts with a PJ deficit. In other words, the information given by PJ deficits
is worse than no information, because the deficits are inversely related to
"needs" as indicated by student performance.
Incredibly, the Augenblick, Palaich, and Associates 2003 study actually discusses the lack of empirical validation of the professional judgment approach
in North Dakota: "The advantages of the approach arc that it reAects the views
of actual service providers and irs results are easy to understand; rhc disadvantages are that resource allocation tends co reflect current practice and there is

only an asmmption, with little evidence, that the provision ofmoney at the designated level will produce the anticipated outcomes [emphasis addcd]." 14
In sum, the professional judgment model lacks all empirical grounding.
The professional educators called on for their judgment generally lack expertise in designing programs to meet objectives that are outside of their experience. While they may have experience making rrade-offs within current budgets, they do not have the research knowledge or personal experience to know
how resource needs will change if they design a program for higher student
. outcomes or for different student body compositions. Most important, the
. direct conflicts of interest arc palpable: the outcomes may directly affect par. ticipants' compensation and working conditions, creating an incentive for
· them to distort whatever judgments they might otherwise make. The pro~-,
. sional judgment approach could be more accurately described as the educat~rf. wish list model.
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If the professional judgmcnc model relics on self-interested experts, the second
costing out approach relics on the judgments of the analysts involved. This
approach has been immodestly called "state-of-the-arc" by the major firms
using it. 15 Seeking co give their study sciencific cachet, they also refer to it in
more recent applications as the "evidence-based" method. The consulcancs
involved sort through available research, select specific studies that relate co elemcncs of a model school, and translate those studies into precise estimates for
resource needs. A set of model schools are subsequencly cosced out in che same
manner as the professional judgment model schools.
The state-of-the-art approach relics on the consultants' conclusions about
the best evidence on the effectiveness of different policies. The early studies
simply listed findings of research they found that showed some program or
resource that was related in a statistically significant way to achievement.•(· The
more recent versions of the evidence-based model quantify their assessments of
the effectiveness of components that they include in their model school. 17 This
new information thoroughly impeaches the evidence and vividly shows its
selective and biased nature. It also shows why the consultants do not use their
own evidence to make any projections of achievement.
One way of seeing the problems with their work is simply to take their
analysis at face value. They design a school around a series of programs that
have surface plausibility: smaller class size, full-day kindergarten, expanded
summer school, more professional development for teachers, and the like.
They report what they believe to he the best evidence about how much
achievemenc would be improved with each component. They then advocate
•· including all of the components.
Looking at their evidence, however, it is easy to sec why these consultants
•· never provide an explicit projection of how achievement would improve with
• • their model school. The programs that they advocate would. by their reportof the evidence, lift the achievement of the average srudcnr beyond that of
best-performing student. 18 By looking at pasc policy outcomes, it is
•Oll1ilntJs that the consultants' programs-which are simply repackaged versions
preexisting programs-will nor have any such results. The easiest inrerprcof this summary of their work is that the evidence is not reliable. The
...,,~,u..... cs have either selected a particularly biased set of program evaluations
the program evaluations in the area are deeply flawed.
The simplest conclusion is that the evidentiary base on which the evidenceanalyses are built is insufficient to provide policy guidance. The usu;t~ ·
IQ~Iun:>c: when confronted with such evidence is simply to say that "while the
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evidence may not be perfect, it is the best we have." If it is that bad, however,
it should never be used for policymaking.
This methodology again specifically eschews taking costs into accou~t or
attempting to calculate the minimum costs of ac~i~ving any_le;e_l of ach1ev~~
ment. In fact, their analysis shows more of the spmt of max1m1zmg expenditures, which can be seen through in their programmatic recom.mendations.
The specific programs (repeatedly recommended across states) mclude ones
that, according co their evidence, have widely varying effectiveness and costs.
Yet, instead of recommending programs that yield high achievement per do!~
lar invested, the consultants recommend doing everything. Some parts of the1r
programs, however, would purportedly produce ten time~ t_he achi~vement of
others for each dollar spent. Rational government dec1s1onmakmg would
never make programmatic decisions in this manner (unless one really believed
that cost efficiency was irrelevant).
The only empirical bases for state-of~the-art analyse~ come from a sm~l
number of selected research studies that do not necessanly reflect the expert~
ence in the individual state being sued. And, most important, because those
studies have been selected from the research base to suit the consultant's own
purposes, there is no reason to believe that they pr_ovide an unbiased e~timate
of the empirical realicy more generally. Indeed, gtven the consultants selectiveness, the state-of~the-art model would more appropriately be termed the

comultants' choice model.

Successful Schools Approach
The "successful schools" approach begins by identifying schools-or districts-in a state that are effective at meeting established educational goals.
Various methods may be used to identify successful schools. Typically, the
process concentrates on student achievement, occasionally with some allowance for student background. •q Spending on special programs-say, remedial education or special education-is stripped out of budgets in order to
obtain a "base cost" figure for each district. Typically, then, exceptionally high~
or low-spending schools are excluded, and the base costs for the remaining
schools are averaged to arrive at a level of spending that can feasibly be expected to yield high performance. To get the full costs of the sc~oo~, ex~endi- .
cures on special programs are then added back in, based on the d1stnbutton for .
each school of students with such special needs.
The method used for selecting successful schools is obviously important.
The cypical method is to take the highest~performing schools in the state, .·
defined by student test scores and other educational outcomes. While that
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may seem appropriate, it ignores the many non-school factors that affect student performance, such as family background, peer relationships, and previous
schooling experiences. When the consultants ignore such considerations, they
can hardly conclude that the high performance in successful schools is driven
by the amount of spending on those schools. There is no reliable evidence that
equivalent spending in other social contexts would yield similar levels of student performance. Indeed, there is powerful evidence to the contrary.
Quite apart from such considerations, the successful schools approach attempts to predict the future from what is known about the present. The consultants are asked to project the future levels of student proficiency char would
occur if spending were increased. Yet the methodology is rooted in a school's
· current operations. Therefore, it can say something about meeting the perfor. mance goals that states have established under NCLB only if some subset of
• schools is currently achieving at the level that NCLB requires. However, no
·. district has yet reached the standards that NCLB has set forth. Because the
approach relies on observations about one set of schools with a given level of
success, it has no way to project those observations to any higher performance
Assume, for illustradon, rhar in the set of schools identified as successful,
.70 to 80 percent of students perform at the proficiency level. There is no way
extrapolate those results to a 95 percent level. !o
Po~icy decisions should be based on the joint consideration of program
and costs. Although most analyses of public decision making take
granted that 4.ficienry--achieving a given outcome, such as a given amount
learning, at the minimum cost-is a desirable goal, efficiency often has a
name in education discussions. In part this results from its being raken,
to mean least cost without regard to outcome.!• When it comes to
-nn~u1Pr"""nn of school achievement, however, it is simply nor possible to igefficiency.
Using an efficiency standard in education requires acknowledging that difschools operate at different levels of efficiency. Presumably, a court
want to compel only additional expenditures that can and will be used
naf:ntly. Yet dte very range of expenditure levels found among "successful"
(those meeting a prescribed student output standard) implies that not
school systems arc using their funds as effectively as others. Should the
point of discussion be current spending, accepting whatever is being
.
or should there be some attempt to deal with rhe efficiency issue?
·• The panel of referees appointed by the trial court judge in the landmark
. York case Ca.mpaign for Fiscal Equity (CFE) v. State addressed the id~f...
but thetr approach was only a little less than bizarre. The plaintiffs..~'"""'"."'u to the referees the professional judgment cost estimates of the
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AIR/MAP team discussed above. The state, which used much lower estimates
provided by Standard & Poor's School Evaluation Service, had suggested ~hac
it was reasonable to concentrate on the spending patterns of the most efficient
of the successful schools-those with high levels of student performance at
lower levels of expenditure. In making their calculations, the S&P analysts
therefore excluded the top half of the spending distribution for the successful
districts. But to reconcile the state's recommendation of $1.9 billion with the
AIR/MAP estimate of more than $5 billion, the referees insisted on adding
back in the higher-spending successful districts, even when those districts did
not produce better academic outcomes. After all, the referees reasoned, "there
was no evidence whatsoever indicating that the higher spending districts ...
were in fact inefficient." 22 In other words, spending more to achieve the same
outcome should not be construed as being inefficient. One might then ask
what, if anything, would indicate inefficiency. The significance of their reasoning is clear: if spending must be sufficient to bring up achievement regardless of how efficiently resources are used, the amount is likely to be a very large
number.
The successful schools approach calculates costs for a unique subset of successful schools. The chosen subset of schools conflaces the various reasons why
achievement may be high, including the family background of those attending
the schools. This approach is better labeled the successfitl students model,
because it does not separate che effects of school expenditures from ocher,
external factors that are probably much more important.

Cost Function
The "cost function" approach, sometimes also referred co as the "econometric"
approach, relies on current spending and achievement patterns across the full
set of schools in a state. In economics and other quantitative sciences, one
variable is said co be a function of another if its level is shown to vary, whether
positively or negatively, in response to changes in another variable-for example, when the price of gas increases, demand for gas goes down; demand for ~as
is therefore a function of price. The cost function label reflects the assumptiOn
made in these studies that the level of required spending in a district varies predictably along with various observable characteristics of its students and the
desired achievement level.
The methodology is similar to that of the successful schools approach in its
attempt to characterize districts chat are meeting desired achievement standards. Consultants use statistical methods to estimate the relationships
statewide between spending levels and different combinations of student
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achievement levels and student characteristics. They chen use the results of the
analysis to derive appropriate spending levels for each district. Cost function
studies may or may not attempt to distinguish between efficient and inefficient
producers of outcomes-that is, between districts chat spend more for some
given level of achievement and those that spend less. n
For all their scientific pretensions, however, all cost function studies fail co
adequately identify the causal relationship between student performance and
spending. As noted above, there is a large body of statistical research examining how various measures of the resources available influence student achievement, taking into account differences in a range of background characteristics.
This research has generally found licdc in the way of a consistent relationship
between spending and student outcomes. Among just the estimates chat do
suggest a positive spending-achievement relationship, the estimates typically
show only a very small effect of spending on student outcomes. 24 The obvious
implication of this literature is that, absent other reforms that would make the
education system more efficient, large spending increases are required to
obtain a noticeable achievement gain.
Consultants conducting cost function studies turn chat analysis on its head.
They begin by estimating a statistical relationship between spending (as the
dependent variable) and achievement and characteristics of rhe student population (as the explanatory variables). 25 That is, they reverse the usual relation
of spending and achievement in standard evaluations of education policy,
which typically predict achievement based on spending and various other student characteriscics.u' Although consultants refer to these results as the "cost
function," they actually just describe the existing spending patterns across districts with different achievement levels.!' Unless one can assume chat all districts are spending money wisely-an assumption broadly contradicted by
existing research-their studies cannot be interpreted as finding minimum
costs. 28 They can simply indicate that the current pattern of spending is not
very productive.
Yet chis is just the most obvious of the problems plaguing these studies.
Cost function analyses have to deal with the fact that frequently there arc no
districts that achieve at the performance levels defined as adequate. In such
cases, the consultants typically assume that the relationship between spending
and achievement remains the same regardless of achievement level. That is, if
they observe proficiency levels to be increasing by 10 percentage points for
every additional $1,000 per pupil spent in a set of districts with a maximum
proficiency rate of 60 percent, they assume that the relationship rema"itt~un
~uane:c:u as districts near the target of I 00 percent proficiency. Thereis, of
course, no way to know whether that is true.
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Finally, cost function analyses also have to make analogous ao;sumptions
about the way in which various factors based on student characteristics, such
as the percentage of low-income students in a district, affect required costs.
The cost function studies' apparent strength-the fact that they draw on all
the available data on performance and spending in a state-here becomes a
weakness. It is unclear whether the evidence from Westchester County is at all
informative about how to improve student achievement in the Bronx or about
precisely what adjustments would have to be made to account for the many
differences in the two locations. Yet that is exactly the kind of analytic leap of
faith that cost function studies conducted in New York State are forced to
make. Indeed, taking this leap leads William Duncombe and John Yinger co
suggest, apparently seriously, that New York City should spend 3.5 times as
much per student to obtain the same level of achievement as other districts in
New York state. 2"
The cost function approach cannot identify the costs of an adequate education, as they do nor even attempt to trace our the necessary cost of a given
performance level. Instead, their name should reflect the fact that they simply
capture the expenditure fimction for education-how much schools now spend
to achieve at current levels.

Additional Causes for Concern
The four approaches to determining the costs of an adequate education each
have some superficial appeal, but the methodological flaws outlined above render their conclusions unreliable. Several additional issues-the process for
choosing a method, the definition of an outcome standard, the assumptions
used in developing cost estimates, and the lack of evidence that greater funding brings its intended results-raise further questions about the validity of
their calculations.

Choosing a Method
The costing out approach to be used is generally chosen by the party requesting the analysis. It appears that the choice made might be quite purposeful,
given that many costing out studies are funded by parties with an interest in
the outcome. 30 For example, a review of analyses by Augenblick and his colleagues in four states where they applied both professional judgment and successful schools methods found that the professional judgment method yielded .•
systematically higher estimates of "adequate" expcnditure. 31 That finding
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apparently has influenced the choice of methodology by clients, who almost
·. uniformly prefer to begin with the professional judgment approach.32
A recent compilation of estimates of necessary per-pupil expenditures for an
adequate education across states and studies underscores the arbitrariness of
33
. these escimates. Even after one adjusts for geographic cost differences across
. states and puts the estimates in real (inflation-adjusted) dollars for 2004, they
.·differ by more than a factor of three. If the methods systematically produce
·• very different results when addressing the same question, they obviously cannot be taken as a reliable and unbiased estimate of the resources required. It is
· difficult to imagine what true underlying differences could drive such disparities, given the many similarities in the school systems of different states. A
more plausible explanation for the differences is that methods arc chosen in
·• order to provide politically palatable estimates for different state deliberations.

•Defining an Outcome Standard
Organizations that commission costing out studies appear to recognize che
importance of the outcome standard chosen. The courts, in conrrast, seldom
.
on the standard employed by chc consultant and instead rend to concenltralte on the cost figures. Yet the outcome standards chat are embedded in
l:I.U~:~.~ua~y calculations clearly should have a significant impact on the cost
.......,uv"'''"· For example, the scare of New York's goal of ensuring that all New
State public school students graduate with an elite "regents diploma" is
of the loftiest goals of any state in the nation.-H This standard is subscandifferent from the constitutional requirement of a "sound basic educa" Each of the methods for costing out adequacy explicitly or implicitly
its calculations on a particular definition of desired outcomes, yet the
judgments involved in defining chose outcomes are seldom admitted.
NCLB has only complicated matters. It is now popular to link costing our
to achieving the goals of NCLB, even though NCLB achievement
have no obvious relationship to the language or intent of scare consticuthac provides the legal basis for adequacy lawsuits. By declaring profiche goal nationwide, the law would seem to have sec in place a univer. outcome standard. Yet although NCLB requires all states co ensure chat
. student is "proficient" by 2014, it leaves the cask of defining proficiency
the states. As a result, proficiency in one state differs markedly from profiin another.
. Before NCL~, some states chos.e t~ establish very high achievement sta~ ,
.·
mtght be termed asp•rat1onal goals. Others chose modest stan~~·
chat did not exceed by much the standards that many students already
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were meeting. Deciding what level of achievement constitutes "proficiency" is,
then, a political choice that almost certainly changes over time. Thus, when
adequacy suits are pinned to a state proficiency level, it is important co con~
sider where the standard came from and how it should be interpreted.
The plaintiff in the New York City adequacy suit, the Campaign for Fiscal
Equity, hired two consulting firms, AIR and MAP. co cost .out. an adeq~ate
education in New York City under the New York state consntuuonal reqmre~
ment for providing a "sound basic education." 3 ~ The consultants chose instead
co evaluate the costs of meeting the regents learning standards. The governor's
commission adopted a lower standard in its estimation of costs, conducted for
it by Standard & Poor's School Evaluation Service. The judicial referees, who
were appoimed by the court to advise it on the appropriate decision, were
pleased by the consistency of the two estimates (after they made adjustments
for their own disregard of"efficiency"), even though the estimates used differ~
em outcome standards and should not have been the same according to the
logic of costing out.·11' The referees even went on to recognize that the highest
court said that the regents learning standards were inappropriate, even as they
ignored that statement in reviewing the cost estimates. 37
In Kentucky, three separate studies were conducted in 2003 by two firms:
Verstagen and Associates and Picus and Associates, which conducted parallel
studies using a professional judgment and a state~of~the~art approach. Picus
and Associates let the professional judgment panels interpret the seven consti~
tutional requirements of education laid down by the Kentucky Supreme .·
Court;18 Verstegen and Associates added to those seven an extensive set of input and process requirements included in the current Kentucky school regulations.-''' These are simply arbitrary choices made by the consultants.
An analysis by Augenblick and others that was written into the judgment of
the Kansas State Supreme Court provides insight into the consultant's role in ·
establishing an outcome standard:
A&M worked with the LEPC [Legislative Education Planning Committee] to develop a more specific definition of a suitable education.
We suggested using a combination of both input and output measures.
For the input measures, it was decided that the current QPA [Quality
Performance Accreditation] requirements would be used, along with
some added language provided by the LEPC. This additional language
included vocational education as a required course offering, and identified mher programs and services that might be provided as part of a
suitable education. Next we set the performance measures that would
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be used. Again, A&M worked with the LEPC. Together we deter~
mined which content areas and grade levels would be used. The math
an? .readin.g tests are given in the same grade levels every year[;] the
wnrmg, SCience, and social studies tests arc given in alternating years.
A&M felt that the reading and math tests, which are given every year,
gave us the most flexibility in setting the output measures. 40
Perhaps more interestingly, the definition of adequacy is not always related
to outcomes. In North Dakota, Augenblick, Palaich, and Associates, the sue~
· cessor firm to Augenblick and Myers, noted that the state did not have explicit
outcome standards but instead had input requirements. For their analysis, they
simply added a set of outcomes that were related to state goals under the No
Child Left Behind Act. 41
·• · Dunco.mbe, Lukemeyer, and Yinger analyzed the impacts of different goals
·• on the estimated costs under alternative estimation approaches. They demonstrated that reasonable differences in the loftiness of educational goals can lead
a 25 percent difference in estimated costs within their cost function analy~
SJS and to a 50 percent difference across alternative approaches co costing out,
,.u........... ,~ the professional judgment approach. 4 !
~o matter how one judges the analytical capabilities of the consultants,
expcnisc docs not extend to deciding the educational requirements of the
constitution. The plaintiffs and other interested parties can, of course,
these matters in court, but they invariably attempt to submerge the cen~
of the choice of output standards and goals in the costing out studies.

t?

(ISSlUm,(Jttj'JnS Used in Developing Cost Estimates
a~proaches use i~formation about current spending of schools-generally
Important mod1fi~tions-to estimate what resources are needed to bring
~P. to the desued level of proficiency. But using existing spending,
ex1sung structures and under existing incentive systems, is a dubious
to begin. That is never more evident than it is when one estimates the cost
· ing higher-quality teachers.
.If one wished to hire teachers of higher quality than those currently em.
what would it cost? The answer depends markedly on whether one
~..,•. uuu'-o;:. the current single-salary schedule-which pays teachers the same
.except for.difference~ in education and experience, and does not recog~
d1ffercnces m teachers effectiveness in the classroom--or whether on~ ...
\'& ..,....,..... ., a different pay and incentive scheme.
-~
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The same holds for often-noted shortages, say in mathematics and science
or language teachers. The: "cost" of addressing these issues depends crucially on
whether a district pays all teachers higher salaries in the hope of attracting
those in shortage areas or whether it just pays bonuses or higher salaries to fill
the demand in the shortage areas.
The calculation of salaries is a particularly interesting point of comparison
across different studies. Sometimes the consultants simply use the average
salaries for existing tcachers43 or increase them by some amount (for example,
I 0 percent in North Dakota in one study and 18 percent in Arkansas in
another), 4 • arguing vaguely in terms of what other states spend. They then
imagine that such increments will improve teacher quality. In other cases, the
consultants dream up a bonus for teachers.
While the widely varying teacher salary factor has obvious and powerful
effects on any cost estimates, none of the various costing out studies provides
any evidence about the current quality of teachers as measured by their impact
on the achievement gains of individual students. Nor is there any research that
shows that teacher salaries are related to the ability to raise studenc achievement. So any salary adjustment is a whimsical act based on the consultant's
personal sense of whether average salaries are high enough for some unspecified qualiry level. If consultants want to improve teacher quality, they simply
increase the average salary by some arbitrary percentage.

Lack of Evidence of Higher Achievement
As previously noted, virtually none of the reports actually says that it has calculated the level of resources necessary to yield desired outcomes. When it
comes time to write the reports-and to produce a document by which the
consultants might be judged-the language generally changes to providing an
"opportunity" to achieve a standard, not actually achieving it.
The motive for undertaking a costing out analysis is that children are not
learning at a putative constitutional level (or an NCLB level or a state stan- .
dards level), but the reports essentially never say explicitly that the resources
identified in che study are either necessary or sufficient co achieve that level.
Instead, chey say that the resources will provide an opportunity to meet the.
standard established.
That change of language means chat the consultants are not predicting any
level of achievement if the stated resources are provided. In fact, none of the
reports states that the added resources will yield achievement that is any
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than currently observed. The reports provide no predictions about outcomes,
and thus they are completely unverifiable. Pur differently, there is no scientific
basis for deciding among alternative estimates, because data on student ourcomes are not informative.
Interestingly, this is true for the consultants' choice model, even though the
consultants purport to know how achievement will change under the components of their program. Presumably they realize that their selective reporting of
evidence yields results that are not credible, and they make sure that the research evidence is never linked with any prediction of results on their part.
The same failing is seen in all of the methods used and in all of the currently
available reports. A possible exception is some of the successful student or
· expenditure projection studies, in which the authors might suggest that a given
·. school could achieve a given level of performance ifit couldfigure out why some
• other school achieved that level and ifit could reproduce it in another setting. Yet
. no gu~dance on either the source of achievement or the way co reproduce it is
. ever gtven.
.

If the costing out studies do not provide any dear view of the outcome
expected, they become just the whim of the consultant-even when based on
methodology that has previously been applied or has a "scientific" air to it.
is no way to judge among alternative spending projections based on any
about outcomes, thus putting each in the category of personal opinand not science. There is no obvious reason for giving deference co the peropinion of consultants hired by interested parries in the debate.
Such studies also do not help the political and legislative debate on school
They are designed to give a spending number; they do not indicate
achievement is likely to be different from the current level if such an
t is spent. Neither do they suggest how achievement-or even opporUOlltY--\VOlllla differ if a state spent 25 percent more or 25 percent less than
consultant's personal recommendation about how much co spend.
Returning to the courts' dilemma, the terms of the "Does money matter?"
are central. Simply stating that money can be effective if it is spent in
right way is tautological. Without a proven strategy for using money
the existing evidence overwhelmingly indicates that just adding money
to be broadly ineffective. The historical record indicates that left to
own devices, districts have not ensured that added money is spent wisely.
with the possible exception of the consultant's choice model (which,
above, is not credible), none of the approaches even attempts to
any guidance about setting up effective programs or policies that woullt '.
for enhanced achievement when broadly employed.
-
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Conclusions
Early school funding lawsuits centered on equity, defined simply as equal perpupil funding across school districrs.'1 ~ That has given way to an emphasis on
adequacy, as measured by student performance and other educational outcomes, moving the courts into areas in which they are completely unprepared
to go. They cannot simply mandate a given level of student achievement.
Instead, the courts must define their remedy in terms of instruments that are
expected to lead to desired outcomes, instruments that can be monitored by
the court. The easiest thing to monitor is the amount that states are spending,
which has led to an inevitable focus on the financial resources committed to
education. But how much money is enough? To answer that question, the
courts have come to rely on outside consultants, who frequently are hired by
interested parties. Those consultants, and the people who hire them, suggest
that "costing our" exercises provide a scientific answer to a simple question:
"How much does it cost to provide an adequate education?"
The methodologies that have been developed lack all semblance of a scientific determination of what a court needs to know-how much is needed to
reach a desired level of proficiency. They do not provide reliable and unbiased
estimates of the costs necessary to achieve desired goals. Nor do they provide
any reason to expect that once the financial remedy is ordered the desired educational goal will be achieved. In many studies, especially those that use the
popular professional judgment model, the results cannot be readily replicated
by others. And they obfuscate the fact that they arc unlikely to provide a path
to the desired outcome. Even the consultants themselves admit the weakness
of such studies' underlying premise:
The effort to develop these approaches stems from the fact that no
existing research demonstrates a straightforward relationship between
how much is spent to provide education services and performance,
whether of student, school, or school district. 46
All of the methods rely crucially on existing educational approaches, existing incentive structures, and existing teacher hiring and retention policies.
Each calls for doing more of the same-reducing pupil-teacher ratios, paying
existing teachers more, retaining the same administrative structure and
expense. Thus, they reinforce and solidify the existing structure, which is
arguably incapable of bringing about the kinds of improvements that they
purport to cost out.
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As the courts rypically have no expertise in the institutions, funding, and
incentives of schools, they generally are quire eager to have somebody cell them
the answer; they jump on "the number," even while recognizing it may not be
correct. Costing out studies do not and cannot provide rational support for
such judicial decisionmaking.
Those who wish the courts to be more deeply involved in the appropriations process-faced with evidence that the existing costing out methods lack
credibility-frequently push for an alternative. After all, they note, it is necessary to have some method of determining how much should be spent on
schools. But, in fact, historically there has been a method. Duly elected legislatures, local school boards, and other officials are charged with resolving differences of opinion on education issues, including those regarding education
funding. Certainly, the outcome of even a democratic decisionmaking process
will not satisfy everyone, but, as currently conducted, cosring out studies do
not provide a scientific alternative.
There simply is not any reliable, objective, and scientific method to answer
the question of how much it would cost to obtain achievement char is noticeably better than that currently seen. The courts can judge the constitutionalicy of legal provisions relating to the schools, bur they should show some
humility in their attempts to change the outcomes radically. Judging by the
historical record, their chosen instrument-the level of funding for schoolssimply is not the key to solving the current achievement problem.
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